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Chapter 3771: terrifying 

 “What … What bold idea?” 

 what’s wrong? ” purple ROC Saint did not dare to say anything, but he could not hold back his curiosity 

and asked Chen Xiaobei. 

“There’s no harm in telling you!” “You already know enough of my secrets!” Chen Xiaobei sneered. I will 

never let you go!” 

 I …  purple ROC Saint master’s face turned green. 

He really wanted to give himself a hundred and eight tight slaps. Asking about Chen Xiaobei’s Secret just 

to satisfy his curiosity would only trap him in Chen Xiaobei’s palm. He would never escape! 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “You have 30 billion upper-class spiritual Jade in your 

Treasury, and you still have a few hundred million in your storage bracelet! And so on, your senior 

brothers should all be very rich, right?” 

“This …” 

Saint purple ROC was stunned for a moment and said, ”  fourth senior brother, fifth senior brother, and 

sixth senior brother aren’t as rich as me … However, eldest senior brother, second senior brother, and 

third senior brother are much richer than me!  

“Especially eldest senior brother. In the past trillion years, his cultivation base has been stagnant. All he 

could think of was to make money! A conservative estimate would be that his wealth is ten times or 

even more than mine!” 

“Not bad!” 

“Other than your Shixiong, there’s also the demon master kun Peng!” I want to gather everyone’s 

wealth! This way, I might be able to realize my bold idea!” 

“You … What do you want? “You won’t be able to use up all that spiritual Jade anyway …” Purple ROC 

Saint looked confused, unable to guess Chen Xiaobei’s intentions. 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said in a mysterious tone, ” “I want to create a heavenly path 

Sage!” 

“What?” 

When purple ROC Saint heard this, he was dumbfounded, ” “Did I hear wrong? Or are you wrong? 

Create what? A heavenly path Sage?” 

“Right! That’s the heavenly path Sage!” Chen Xiaobei smiled confidently. He already had a plan in mind. 

“God Chen! Why don’t you tell us the entire plan! Don’t keep me in suspense … I’m dying of curiosity!” 

Purple ROC Saint master was dumbfounded and confused. 
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If someone else said that they wanted to create a heavenly path Saint, purple ROC Saint would never 

believe it. 

However, purple ROC Saint believed Chen Xiaobei’s words. After all, Chen Xiaobei was a man who could 

withstand the attack of a heavenly Saint. It was possible for him to do anything! 

“My plan is very simple, four words! Six-eared macaque!” Chen Xiaobei smiled evilly and confidently. 

 six…Six… Six-eared macaque!  

Purple ROC Saint master wasn’t stupid. He immediately understood and shrieked, ”  are you planning to 

use the six-eared macaque transformation to become my master and then become a saint with infinite 

public morality? ” 

“That’s right! This is my plan!” Said Chen Xiaobei with a smile. 

“Chen Xiaobei! You’re not human! He was a super demon! How could you even come up with such a 

ghostly idea! This is crazy … This is simply too, too, too crazy!” 

Purple ROC Saint could not stay calm anymore. His eyes were locked and his scalp was numb. He was 

starting to feel a strong fear of Chen Xiaobei. 

It was as if Chen Xiaobei was some kind of extremely terrifying existence. Purple ROC Saint would feel a 

chill run down his spine and his limbs if he looked at Chen Xiaobei for a second longer. 

This shocking plan was simply terrifying to the extreme! 

Only a monster like Chen Xiaobei would be able to think of that! 

Once he succeeded, the current situation would definitely change dramatically, and many things would 

be completely overturned! 

“You don’t have to be so nervous!” 

Chen Xiaobei said calmly, ” “Although I have this plan, I can’t achieve my final goal right now! The six-

eared macaque can only stay at the peak stage of the pre-Saint realm for now. If it wants to become a 

saint, it has to find another opportunity!” 

“This …” 

Purple ROC Saint venerable was very smart. He thought about it carefully and said, ” “Yes … Even if Liu 

er copies my master’s infinite public morality, one must be recognized by the heavenly Dao to become a 

saint! Otherwise, you’ll be like the Grand Wizard Houtu, who has merits but can’t become a saint!” 

“That’s right!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” the six-eared macaque transformation can fool most people but it 

can’t fool the heavenly Dao and the Saints! Therefore, the six-eared macaque can’t become a saint Just 

yet!” 

 but once he reaches the peak stage of the sage-to-be, he’ll be a great help to me. In the future, if 

there’s a chance, six-eared macaque will become a Sage and finally realize my plan to create a Sage!  



Clearly, Chen Xiaobei was very calm. He had already calculated everything. 

This time, he was going to use all his wealth to help six-eared macaque become a kun Peng. 

With a peak-stage Sage-to-be as his bodyguard, Chen Xiaobei could do whatever he wanted in most of 

the universe! 

Of course, the most important thing was that doing so would prevent the kun Peng from becoming a 

saint! 

Otherwise, once the kun Peng became the new Saint, Chen Xiaobei would be exposed and the prime of 

Tongtian would be abandoned. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had to stop kun Peng from becoming a saint at all costs! 

“God Chen … You’re too scary …” 

Purple ROC swallowed hard. From this moment on, he had started to admire Chen Xiaobei from the 

bottom of his heart. 

This plan was not only insane, but it was also carefully thought out. Chen Xiaobei had no weaknesses. 

Purple ROC Saint was even considering whether he should just go with the flow and submit to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Of course, he was only considering it for now! 

If Chen Xiaobei’s plan failed, purple ROC Saint would still be on kun Peng’s side. 

However, if Chen Xiaobei’s plan succeeded, the purple ROC Saint would naturally submit to Chen Xiaobei 

and become his dog. He would even persuade his father, the Golden-winged ROC, to form an alliance 

with Chen Xiaobei. 

Purple ROC Saint was very smart. He had already prepared himself for two scenarios. Everything would 

depend on Chen Xiaobei’s success. 

Before this, purple ROC Saint had even been willing to cooperate with Chen Xiaobei and help him with 

his plan. 

The cultivation tribulation was coming, and purple ROC Saint venerable had to think for himself and 

choose a more favorable development. This was definitely something that smart people would do. 

“God Chen! Since you already have an idea, I’ll take you to see my eldest senior brother now!” “As long 

as you can deal with my big senior brother, you’ll have a chance to meet the demon master. Then, you 

can carry out your plan!” Purple ROC Saint master said. 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the purple ROC Saint with a sharp gaze that seemed to be able to see through his 

entire being. He could see through all his little plans! 

“No rush, I haven’t thought of how to deal with that damned wild rabbit!”  let’s go!  Chen Xiaobei 

shrugged.  let’s go back and find Xian er first!  
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Jade Qilin Palace. 

Immortal dugu zang had taken some cultivation-enhancing medicinal pills and was currently circulating 

his cultivation art to digest them. 

The Jade Kylin Saint sat not far away and guided her silently. 

“Phew …” 

Immortal dugu zang let out a long breath and revealed a joyful expression.  grandpa’s Mystic Divine pill 

is really effective. In just a short while, I’ve already reached the peak of the three-star heaven immortal 

realm!  

 yes, your aptitude is excellent, so the effect of the upgrade is very good!  

The Jade Kylin Saint nodded and said with regret, ”  what a pity. If you had taken the Jade Kylin divine 

origin pill that Grandpa had made personally, your cultivation would have been several times, or even 

ten times higher than it is now!  

The Jade Kylin divine origin pill was refined by the Jade Kylin Saint venerable using his own blood 

essence, and it was extremely beneficial to one’s cultivation! 

The most important thing was that the Qilin was a sacred beast of all worlds, and its entire body was a 

treasure! Blood, marrow, tendons, bones, skin, flesh, scales, horns, claws, all of them were items that 

gathered the spiritual energy of heaven and earth! 

Because of this, the Jade Kylin divine origin pill was very different from other pills. While it could greatly 

improve one’s cultivation base, it would not bring about any side effects, nor would it leave behind any 

flaws. It could be called a perfect improvement! 

Because of this, after the first immeasurable cultivation tribulation, the number of Dragons and 

phoenixes rose again. Only the number of Qilin decreased, almost to the point of extinction. 

The thought of the three Jade Qilin divine origin pills being taken by Chen Xiaobei made the Jade Qilin 

saint’s heart ache. 

“Grandpa, don’t feel sorry for him. Xuan bei will definitely come back!” She said. 

Immortal dugu zang said with great confidence,”And I can guarantee that the three Jade Kylin divine 

origin pills we’ve given out today will be returned tenfold, or even a hundredfold, by Xuan bei in the 

near future! He definitely won’t let Grandpa down!” 

“Silly girl …” 

“Why do you trust that kid so much?” Yu Lin Saint smiled bitterly. What was the value of the Jade Kylin 

divine origin pill? What right does he have to repay us ten times or even a hundred times?” 

“I have absolute trust in Xuan bei! Because I understand him!” 
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“Back then, I only gave him some small favors,” immortal dugu zang said,”later on, he helped me tide 

over the great tribulations several times and even helped me resolve the knot in my heart! Otherwise, I 

wouldn’t have been able to ascend to the immortal world and see such a good grandfather like you!” 

“Such a small mouth, you really know how to talk!” “Three pills are worth it to have such a good 

granddaughter like you!” The Jade Kylin Saint was amused. 

“I know very well that Grandpa dotes on me! It’s my great fortune to have such a good grandfather like 

you!” Immortal dugu zang said. 

“Alright! Don’t praise Grandpa!” 

“No matter how much you trust Xuan bei, your engagement with the purple ROC Saint can not be 

changed!” You might think that I’m heartless, but in the future, you’ll understand that everything I’ve 

done is for your own good!” 

“There’s no need for the future. I know now that Grandpa is doing this for my own good! But, Grandpa, 

you don’t understand Xuan bei at all!” 

“I’ve already made a bet with you,” said dugu zang.”He’ll definitely come back!” By then, purple ROC 

Saint master would have been killed! Either submit like a dog! There’s no third possibility!” 

“This is impossible!” 

The Jade Kylin Saint shook his head and said,”silly girl, no one will believe you no matter what you say!” 

Even a three-year-old child wouldn’t believe it!” 

 report!!!  

At this moment, a guard flew in at high speed and reported in a clear voice, ” “Yu Lin Saint Sir! Purple 

ROC Saint and … And … And Xuan bei are here to see you!” 

 what??? ” 

The Jade Kylin Saint was dumbfounded as if he had been struck by lightning. He was completely stunned 

and his brain almost short-circuited. 

Looking at dugu zang Xian again, Saint Yulin’s eyes were filled with endless shock, horror, and disbelief. 

“Grandpa, you’ve lost the bet!” Immortal dugu zang smiled slyly and said, ” “You must agree to one 

condition of mine. You can’t go back on your word!” 

“Grandpa will not lie to you!” 

Jade Kylin Saint said to the door, ” “Bring them to the guest hall, we’ll be there soon!” 

After that, the guard flew back to the palace and brought Chen Xiaobei and the purple ROC Saint in. 

Meanwhile, Jade Qilin Saint master and dugu zang Xian also stood up and walked towards the guest hall. 

As he walked, the Jade Kylin Saint mumbled to himself in shock, ” “Xuan bei, Oh Xuan bei! Who are you 

… Who are you? Saint?” 



In the reception hall, everyone met. 

The Jade Kylin Saint asked impatiently, ” “Seventh Junior Brother, why have you come back? Why are 

you still with young master Xuan bei?” 

Clearly, Jade Qilin Saint thought that purple ROC Saint should have killed Chen Xiaobei instead of 

working with him. 

Could it be as dugu zang had said, that Saint venerable purple ROC had already surrendered? 

Jade Kylin Saint couldn’t believe it, so he asked purple ROC Saint immediately. 

 second senior brother, you must be joking …  purple ROC Saint master said, ” “I’m back to cancel the 

engagement …” 

“What? Cancel … Cancel the engagement?” The Jade Kylin Saint was dumbfounded and couldn’t believe 

his ears. 

“Right! I want to cancel the engagement …” 

Purple ROC Saint master’s face turned gloomy and he said humbly, ”  I’ve thought about it carefully. I’m 

not worthy of young lady dugu!  

 not worthy?!  

“Seventh Junior Brother, are you kidding me?” Yu Lin Saint asked, embarrassed. With your identity, 

status, wealth, connections, family background, and qualifications, how could you not be worthy of 

Xianer? If I’m not even worthy of you, who else can?” 

“Of course!” 

Purple ROC Saint venerable said with a serious face, ” “Young master Xuan bei is the best candidate! I 

can use my life to guarantee that in this world, only young master Xuan bei is worthy of young lady 

dugu!” 

 what??? ” The Jade Kylin Saint was even more confused. He even wondered if he was dreaming. 

Just a while ago, purple ROC Saint venerable had arrogantly proposed marriage and even forced back 

Saint mo Luan and Saint Jin Luan. 

More importantly, the purple ROC Saint did not care about Chen Xiaobei at all. He even had the 

intention to kill Chen Xiaobei. 

But now, purple ROC Saint was like a completely different person. Not only did he break off the 

engagement, but he also treated Chen Xiaobei with utmost respect. 

This was simply too outrageous! 

 it seems like Xian ‘er is telling the truth …  Jade Kylin Saint couldn’t believe it, but he had to believe it. 

The purple ROC Saint had already submitted to Chen Xiaobei! 



“Seventh Junior Brother, since you want to break off the engagement, then … What about the two kun 

Peng Holy Meridian pills?” Saint Yu Lin asked. 

 uh …  purple ROC Saint master’s face was filled with pain, and his heart was bleeding, ”  it was I who 

broke the contract. As a deposit, you don’t have to return the two kun Peng sacred Meridian pills. Leave 

them to lady dugu!  

 what??? ” 

Dumbfounded! 

The Jade Kylin Saint was completely dumbfounded! 

“Xuan bei! You really didn’t let me down!” 

On the other side, dugu zang Xian’s smile was more beautiful than a flower. 

“Is there a need to say that?” 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  come on, give me one of the kun Peng Holy Meridian pills. Let’s see 

what it tastes like!  
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 “Alright!” 

Dugu zang Xian did not hesitate at all, as if Chen Xiaobei was just asking for an ordinary candy. 

However, at the same time, purple ROC Saint and Jade Kylin Saint both had a complicated look on their 

faces. 

Purple ROC Saint looked like he was having a headache. His heart was bleeding. After all, the kun Peng 

Holy Meridian pill was supposed to be his. Now, it was going to be given to Chen Xiaobei for free. He 

wanted to die from this loss. 

Don’t forget that the kun Peng Holy Meridian pill had reached the peak level of the sage-to-be, and 

there were only two of them in the universe. It was definitely a priceless treasure. 

If it was possible, purple ROC Saint master was willing to pay any price in exchange for the kun Peng 

sacred Meridian pill. 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei would never agree to it. 

Saint purple ROC was still holding the heaven and earth purple flame feather fan in his hand. Chen 

Xiaobei could kill him with a single thought. 

Therefore, whatever Chen Xiaobei did not agree to, purple ROC Saint did not dare to object, or even 

think about it. 

On the other side. 

Jade Kylin Saint was both surprised and happy. He couldn’t stay calm at all. 
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Although he had given Chen Xiaobei three Jade Kylin divine origin pills, he felt that he had made a huge 

loss. 

But now, purple ROC Saint did not dare to take back the kun Peng Holy Meridian pill. If Chen Xiaobei 

successfully developed the kun Peng bloodline after eating one, the remaining one would be useless to 

him. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei would definitely give the remaining kun Peng Holy Meridian pills to dugu zang 

Xian! 

The Jade Qilin divine origin pill was only a three-star quasi-Sage level pill, while the kun Peng divine 

Meridian pill was a peak quasi-Sage level pill. The difference was like heaven and earth. 

In terms of value, a hundred Jade Qilin divine origin pills might not be able to exchange for a kun Peng 

divine Meridian pill. 

If dugu zang Xian really managed to obtain the remaining kun Peng sacred Meridian pill, then he, Jade 

Kylin Saint venerable, would be the biggest winner. 

Then, he remembered what dugu zang Xian had just said …  your investment in Chen Xiaobei will be 

returned tenfold or even a hundredfold in the near future!  

At first, the Jade Kylin Saint didn’t dare to believe it. 

However, at this moment, just this one kun Peng Holy Meridian pill had allowed him to receive more 

than a hundred times the return. It was simply terrifying. 

The way the Jade Qilin Saint looked at Chen Xiaobei had completely changed. He was trying to figure out 

who Chen Xiaobei was. Such a Foundation was simply unfathomable! 

“I’ll eat this one first, you can keep the other one for yourself.” 

Chen Xiaobei took one of the kun Peng Holy Meridian pills and left the other one for dugu zang Xian. 

“Alright,” he said. 

Immortal dugu zang didn’t stand on ceremony and smiled sweetly like an obedient little wife. 

Seeing this, purple ROC Saint master’s jealousy and envy reached the deepest part of his soul. Such a 

beautiful and flawless woman was cold to others, but she was obedient to Chen Xiaobei. 

Not only purple ROC Saint, but all the men in the universe would be jealous of this. 

“Purple ROC, follow me!” 

 let’s go!  Chen Xiaobei ordered as he brought purple ROC into the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

One should not forget that Chen Xiaobei was currently using his Dharmakaya to travel. If he wanted to 

regrow his bloodline, he would have to return to his physical body. 

As for the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd, it would naturally be kept by immortal dugu zang, so there 

would definitely be no accidents. 



“Whoosh …” 

With a thought, the purple-gold dragon body returned to Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Purple ROC Saint was dumbfounded. He would never have thought that all he saw was Chen Xiaobei’s 

Dharmakaya. 

More importantly, he, purple ROC Saint master, could not tell that it was a Dharmakaya! 

In fact, after devouring the jieyin’s blood essence, Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya had changed. The 

formless chaotic Dharmakaya had been upgraded to a Saint-tier cultivation skill. At the same time, the 

Dharmakaya had materialized and was no different from a real physical body. No one under the 

heavenly path Sage could see any flaws! 

Even the demonic master kun Peng would not be able to tell if Chen Xiaobei’s was a Dharmakaya or a 

physical body, let alone the purple ROC Saint. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei consumed the kun Peng Holy Meridian pill. 

The moment the pill entered his mouth, a terrifying spiritual wave burst out, turning Chen Xiaobei into a 

spiritual tornado that swept through everything within tens of thousands of meters. The sky changed 

color, and time and space trembled and twisted. 

At the same time, under the baptism of the spiritual fluctuations, the core blood essence and marrow of 

the kun Peng Holy Meridian pill was released and integrated into every corner of Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

If Chen Xiaobei did not have any bloodline in his body, he would be able to successfully create the witch 

dragon’s bloodline just like he did when he first absorbed all the blood essence and marrow. 

However, Chen Xiaobei already had the witch dragon’s blood in his body. It would be extremely difficult 

for him to develop the kun Peng’s blood. 

The fusion of the two bloodlines was like the Union of a kun Peng and a witch Dragon. A new bloodline 

would only be born if a healthy baby was born. 

If there were any abnormalities during this process, the new bloodline might have problems. It might be 

because the level was too low, or the special ability was too weak, or it might not even be able to 

produce a new bloodline. 

Because of this, demon master kun Peng gave the only two kun Peng sacred Meridian pills to purple ROC 

Saint. In fact, if purple ROC Saint failed, he would have a chance to try again. 

“God Chen! But if you can’t, don’t force yourself!” 

Purple ROC Saint venerable stood not far away and said loudly, ” “My master once said that if the birth 

of the bloodline is not smooth, we can only let nature take its course and can not change it by force! 

Otherwise, at the very least, his blood would flow in reverse and he would be seriously injured! In the 

worst case, your qi and blood will be in chaos, and you’ll die from an explosion!” 



It was obvious that purple ROC Saint had placed a bet on Chen Xiaobei. He wanted to see the final battle 

between Chen Xiaobei and kun Peng. That was why purple ROC Saint had reminded Chen Xiaobei to be 

careful. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei could defeat the kun Peng demon master, purple ROC Saint would immediately 

join Chen Xiaobei’s faction. He would even lead the entire ROC clan to submit to Chen Xiaobei in 

exchange for a better future. 

If he didn’t see the final battle, purple ROC Saint venerable would have lost two kun Peng sacred 

Meridian pills for no reason. Of course, he would be able to settle this deal. 

Therefore, purple ROC Saint did not want anything to happen to Chen Xiaobei. 

But now, under the impact of the true essence and bloodline, Chen Xiaobei was calm and fearless. He 

even had a confident smile on his face, as if everything was under his control! 

“Whoosh …” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei activated his blood essence absorption ability. 

The blood-red swastika appeared and shrouded Chen Xiaobei’s head. 

10,000 techniques return to one was its special ability! 
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 “Whoosh …” 

The blood essence and divine marrow from the kun Peng Holy Meridian pill began to merge perfectly 

with Chen Xiaobei’s witch Dragon bloodline, and a new bloodline was formed! 

The terrifying spiritual fluctuation slowly subsided, and the blood rejection that might have caused Chen 

Xiaobei’s body to explode also stopped. 

Everything became very quiet, like two bowls of water mixing together. Not only did they not repel each 

other, but they also merged perfectly! 

This way, there would be no flaws or shortcomings! 

In fact, it might even produce an effect of one plus one greater than two! 

 this … This … How is this possible?!  

Purple ROC Saint master was dumbfounded by what he saw. He said, ” “The bloodline rejection has 

subsided … This … This is a sign of a successful derivation! How could it be so smooth?” 

The reason why the purple ROC Saint was loved by the kun Peng demon master was … 

One reason was that purple ROC Saint venerable’s bloodline was the highest grade among all the 

disciples. 
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Secondly, it was because the giant Roc and the kun Peng were related. It could even be said that they 

were blood-related. 

The purple ROC Saint had the blood of the purple ROC, the same bloodline as the kun Peng. Even he 

could not guarantee that he could successfully merge with the blood on his first try. But now, Chen 

Xiaobei had succeeded, and it seemed like there was no resistance at all! 

This was simply unbelievable! 

Purple ROC Saint master was stunned. 

Suddenly, the image of Chen Xiaobei in Saint purple ROC’s heart rose by countless times! 

The more he looked at Chen Xiaobei, the more he felt that Chen Xiaobei was like an unfathomable black 

hole. He could never see through Chen Xiaobei’s power. 

“It must be related to that blood-red swastika!” 

Purple ROC Saint master wasn’t stupid. He could faintly feel a Saint-level aura from the blood-red 

swastika. 

Of course, since Chen Xiaobei did not explain, purple ROC Saint did not dare to ask. 

To the purple ROC Saint, Chen Xiaobei’s success was the success of his bet. The deeper Chen Xiaobei’s 

Foundation was, the more valuable his bet would be. 

Therefore, there was no need to ask, just focus on looking, listening, and thinking! 

Saint purple ROC calmed himself down and stood aside, waiting for Chen Xiaobei to complete the final 

step. 

“Whoosh …” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s practicing body left his body again. 

This time, it was no longer the purple-gold dragon body! 

The Dragon scales were still there, but the wings of a ROC and the fins of a giant kun had appeared! 

As for the ROC wings and kun fins, they were also purple-gold in color, as if they were made of purple 

gold. They emitted a sharp luster that was unique to metal. They were very handsome and very special! 

On top of that, Chen Xiaobei’s avatar was still in its human form and did not fully reveal its demonic 

form. So, his Pengornis fins were more restrained, making him look like he was wearing a purple-gold 

dragon scale armor with four purple-gold Wings on his back. He looked majestic and cool! 

Of course, if Chen Xiaobei burned a large amount of his lifespan to activate the special ability of his new 

bloodline, he could transform into his original demonic form! 

At that time, the body of the Phoenix Dragon could cover the heavens! The wings of the Dragon ROC 

could cross the nine Heavens and the Milky Way! 

What kind of magnificent power would that be? 



Just thinking about it was enough to make one fascinated! Infinite anticipation! 

 what … What … What kind of bloodline is this?!  

Purple ROC Saint venerable was stunned on the spot as if he had discovered a new continent. His pupils 

shrank, his scalp went numb, and he couldn’t help but shiver! 

It was obvious that the bloodline that appeared in Chen Xiaobei’s body was the only one in the entire 

universe! 

Saint purple ROC had never seen or heard of anything like this before. He was so shocked that he 

couldn’t even describe it. 

“Unparalleled demonic Saint bloodline!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and gave his new bloodline a cool and cool name. 

“Wushuang? Demon … Demonic Sage?” 

Purple ROC Saint master was a little stunned and couldn’t help but shiver. He couldn’t believe it, ”  the 

grade of this bloodline … Could it have reached the sacred level?!  

“That’s right! It’s the Saint level!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said calmly, ”  this fusion not only involves the witch Dragon bloodline and the 

kun Peng bloodline, but also a portion of the essence blood!  

“Receive? Blood essence?” 

 what?!  purple ROC Saint venerable was stunned.  you mean, the new bloodline is actually three-in-

one?!  

“That’s right!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows twitched, and each of the purple-gold dragon scales on his body glowed with a 

blood-red swastika. 

With thousands of dragon scales, there were thousands of blood-colored Buddha seals. Within the 

purple-gold spiritual light, there was also a purple-gold blood-red light flashing. It was very strange, but 

at the same time, it was very domineering. 

This new bloodline was enough to suppress the purple ROC Saint by countless times. Even the bloodline 

of the demon master kun Peng could not be compared to it. 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan could be further developed. 

 the demonic tribe values the status of bloodlines the most. The demonic master kun Peng has always 

wanted to take in a demonic disciple with a sacred level bloodline. Now that God Chen has a sacred level 

bloodline, I will definitely be able to meet the demonic master!  

Purple ROC Saint bowed and congratulated Chen Xiaobei with a smile. 

“Do I need you to tell me that?” 



Chen Xiaobei looked at purple ROC and said, ” “Now, the first thing we need to do is to find a way to 

deal with your eldest senior brother! That damned traitor, I’ll make sure he dies a horrible death!” 

 this …  purple ROC Saint venerable swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, ”  I can’t do anything about 

that … Eldest senior brother’s cultivation is extremely high, and his magical treasures are extremely 

powerful. He also has some special life-saving trump cards …  

“Ha, I’m not expecting you to give me any suggestions.” Chen Xiaobei said in disdain. 

“So, God Chen, do you have any plans for yourself?” Purple ROC Saint master asked curiously. 

“My plan is to take a gamble!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out three Jade Qilin divine origin pills and said, ”  if I have enough lifespan, I 

might be able to use my new Esper ability and fight that damn traitor head-on!  

 lifespan!?  Purple ROC Saint venerable swallowed his saliva and said in shock, ” “God Chen, the only 

reason why I was able to survive under the guidance of the guide was also because I burned my 

lifespan?” 

“No…” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled but did not say anything. It was the humanity mark that blocked the receiving 

power. The burning of his lifespan was to activate the witch Dragon’s nine transformation! 

Of course, at this moment, this special ability could no longer be called the witch Dragon’s nine 

transformation. 

It should be renamed to the nine transformations of demon saint! 

A more powerful special ability and a greater consumption of his lifespan in exchange for Chen Xiaobei’s 

ability to reach a higher pseudo-realm, to kill the traitors and avenge the Jie sect! 

Of course! 

The premise of all this was that he had enough lifespan! 

To put it simply, he wanted to see how many levels Chen Xiaobei could break through with these three 

Jade Qilin divine origin pills. How much longer? 
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Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Chen Xiaobei took the first Jade Kylin divine origin pill, and then, his body exploded with an 

unimaginable amount of celestial core power. 

Before this, Chen Xiaobei had eaten the blood Bodhi spirit fruit and the black gold water Kirin’s bone 

marrow. Both of them had greatly improved his cultivation. 

However, even if the first two were combined, the spiritual fluctuation would not be one percent of the 

current spiritual fluctuation. 
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 that … That’s the Jade Qilin divine origin pill!?  

At the side, purple ROC Saint master was drooling, ” “This is an extremely rare quasi-Sage level pill! As 

far as I know, it’s made from the blood essence of the Jade Kylin Saint!” 

“For cultivators who want to reach the peak of the immortal Dao, it’s a big taboo to improve their 

cultivation through medicinal pills! This was because doing so would leave behind a flaw in one’s 

cultivation base, preventing one from building a perfect Foundation. After cultivating to a certain level, 

one would no longer be able to continue improving! There’s even a possibility of Qi deviation and his 

cultivation being crippled!” 

“But! The Qilin’s entire body was a treasure, and it was an item that gathered the essence of the 

spiritual energy of heaven and earth! It’s all natural and uncontaminated. Furthermore, it’s extremely 

beneficial to one’s cultivation!” 

 in other words, using the Qilin’s treasure to raise one’s cultivation will not create any flaws or defects. It 

can guarantee the perfection of one’s Foundation!  zhang xuan said. 

Purple ROC Saint venerable was both envious and jealous as he calculated. 

One must know that the Jade Kylin divine origin pill was a three-star pre-Saint, and even if purple ROC 

Saint master ate it, it would have a great effect. 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation began to soar. 

Eight-star heaven immortal realm, intermediate stage, late stage, peak, breakthrough! 

One-star Mystic immortal, early stage, middle stage, late stage, peak, breakthrough! 

Two-star Mystic immortal … 

Three-star Mystic immortal … 

Four star Mystic immortal … 

He had broken through to the early stage of five-star Mystic immortal! 

With just one pill, Chen Xiaobei had broken through twenty small realms. The effect was simply 

unbelievable! 

Chen Xiaobei did not stop there and continued to consume the second Jade Qilin divine origin pill. 

Five-star Mystic immortal, intermediate stage, advanced stage, peak, breakthrough! 

Six-Star Mystic immortal … 

Seven Star Mystic immortal … 

He had broken through to the early stage of eight-Star Mystic immortal! 

This second medicinal pill raised a full twelve minor realms. 

It could be seen that as one’s cultivation level increased, the effect of the medicinal pill would gradually 

weaken. 



Of course, for Chen Xiaobei, the higher his cultivation was, the better it would be. So, he took the third 

pill! 

Eight-Star Mystic immortal, intermediate stage, advanced stage, peak, breakthrough! 

Nine-Star Mystic immortal, early stage, middle stage, late stage, peak, breakthrough! 

The third pill had only raised Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level by seven small realms. 

Of course, this result was already very shocking. Chen Xiaobei’s mood had already exploded with joy. 

“A total of thirty-nine minor realm breakthroughs! This … This is too terrifying …” 

Even though Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was strong, he could not help but be shocked by the outcome. 

“It’s a pity that my netherspirit battlescouter is not powerful enough to check my current combat 

strength and lifespan …” 

Chen Xiaobei was very curious about the final result, but his netherspirit battlescouter could not be 

upgraded in a short period of time. He could only wait until he contacted Hades to find a chance to 

upgrade it. 

However, at this moment, purple ROC Saint master ran over. 

“God Chen!” 

“There’s a treasure in my vault called: The effect of the netherworld Yama’s Mark is similar to the 

netherspirit battlescouter, but it has already reached the level of a one star Mystic Divine rank. If you 

don’t mind, you can take it out and use it first!” 

“What do you mean by your Treasury? It’s mine now!” Chen Xiaobei smiled and started to search 

carefully. 

He had to admit that there were a lot of things in purple ROC saint’s treasure vault, and they were all of 

very high level, so high that Chen Xiaobei did not even want to use them to refine. 

The netherworld Yama’s Mark was one of the many treasures. 

Chen Xiaobei took it out and checked it carefully. After making sure that there were no problems, he put 

the mark into his left eye. 

Just like the netherspirit battlescouter, the related information was immediately displayed. 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: nine-Star Mystic immortal peak stage. Lifespan: 11.950.27 billion 

years, physique: 3 million trillion, combat power: Saint level! 

 f * ck!!!  

Even though Chen Xiaobei was already mentally prepared for this, he was still shocked when he saw the 

results. 

“My lifespan has increased by 10.3 billion years! His combat strength and physical strength had 

increased by over a hundred times! What the f * ck! This is simply awesome!” 



Chen Xiaobei was ecstatic. It had been a long time since he had been so ecstatic. 

If he could obtain more Qilin treasures, his cultivation would continue to soar. That would be the best 

thing. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei already had a lead. 

Yunyi immortal Palace! 

Previously, the black gold water Kirin bone marrow he had obtained had appeared in a treasure chest 

related to the Yunyi Celestial Palace. 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei had become the legitimate successor of the Yunyi Celestial Palace. 

Once he was done with the things at hand, Chen Xiaobei could go to the Yunyi Celestial Palace. By then, 

his cultivation would soar again. 

“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and started to plan. 

“With my current lifespan, I should be able to fight with that damned long-eared setting light immortal! 

However, if someone else interferes, I won’t have any other moves!” 

 therefore, I have to eliminate all the threats first before dealing with that damned rabbit!  

Chen Xiaobei then left the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd with purple ROC Saint. 

He returned to the real world. 

Saint Yu Lin and dugu zang Xian were both shocked by Chen Xiaobei’s improvement. 

When they saw Chen Xiaobei’s unparalleled demonic Saint celestial body, they broke out in cold sweat. 

A Dragon! Buzzzzzz! Peng! The three combined to form a purple-gold phenomenon! 

Such a bloodline was unique in all the worlds! He was definitely worthy of the word ‘unparalleled’! 

Now that things had come to this, the Jade Qilin Saint once again looked at Chen Xiaobei in a new light. 

Chen Xiaobei had also noticed the change in Yu Lin saint’s attitude, so he decided to have a showdown 

with Yu Lin Saint. 

“Old man! You may know that I didn’t come here just to see kun Peng!”  no!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” my 

real purpose is to stop him from becoming a saint!  

“What?” 

The Jade Kylin Saint was shocked. He looked at Chen Xiaobei, thinking that Chen Xiaobei was crazy. 

However, when they looked at the purple ROC Saint, it was obvious that he had already agreed to Chen 

Xiaobei’s plan and was following him obediently. 

All of a sudden, Saint Jade Kylin was caught in a huge dilemma. 



 by the way, old man, there’s one more thing I forgot to tell you!  

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said seriously, ”  my real identity is Chen Xiaobei of the Jie sect!  
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With that, Chen Xiaobei’s unparalleled demonic Saint celestial body returned to its human form. 

“What?” 

The Jade Kylin Saint was dumbfounded. He couldn’t believe his eyes. 

 you … You … You’re the Chen Xiaobei who destroyed the entire heavenly court and killed the Saints?!  

Jade Qilin saint’s voice was trembling, his eyelids were twitching, and his breathing was rapid. It was 

more horrifying than seeing a ghost. 

“I wasn’t killed by jieyin. Instead, my master cut off one of jieyin’s ears!” Chen Xiaobei smiled, but it 

exuded an unparalleled domineering aura. 

 heavens … This … How could this be true? ” The Jade Kylin Saint couldn’t calm down for a long time. 

In the end, it was purple ROC Saint venerable who tried to persuade him, ” “Second senior! You don’t 

need to doubt it! God Chen’s background is so mysterious that we can never see through it! The 

cataclysm is coming, it’s time for us to find another master!” 

“What do you mean? You want to betray the demon master?” The Jade Kylin Saint frowned and asked. 

“Why are you so agitated, second senior?” 

Saint purple ROC said disdainfully,”a fine bird chooses a good tree to live in, this is a truth that has never 

changed since ancient times!” If kun Peng is defeated, it will prove that God Chen is the true master of 

the heavenly tribulations! What wrong have we done by switching sides to a wise Lord?” 

“You’re so shameless!” 

“Demon master has always doted on you. Doesn’t your conscience hurt when you say that?” the Jade 

Kylin Saint said in disdain. Or, you don’t even have a conscience!” 

“Second senior! You’re too naïve! Do you think he would dote on me for no reason?” 

“Kun Peng is nice to me because he wants us to betray Nuwa’s demonic religion and join his Yuan 

religion?” purple ROC Saint master asked. 

“As for you, second senior, do you still want to be loyal to kun Peng? That’s truly acknowledging a thief 

as his father!” 

“What do you mean? What did he mean by acknowledging a thief as his father? Make yourself clear!” 

Jade Kylin Saint was furious. 

The Jade Kylin Saint had lived to this age, how could he tolerate a junior insulting him like this? 

If purple ROC Saint didn’t give a reasonable explanation, Jade Kylin Saint wouldn’t let it go! 
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“Second senior, you still don’t know, do you?” 

Purple ROC Saint laughed coldly,”kun Peng has been hunting for Qilin and sucking their blood!” Marrow 

extraction! Flesh devouring! Bone crushing! There was a white Qilin that was already at the entrance of 

your Palace, but it was captured by kun Peng’s subordinates and eaten without leaving a single piece!” 

“What!” 

Saint Yu Lin’s face changed and he shouted, ” “Kun Peng said that he would protect the Qilin tribe, so I 

joined his Yuan religion! He actually deceived me like this! Simply dammit!” 

Apparently, purple ROC Saint was favored by the kun Peng. Therefore, he knew some secrets that others 

didn’t. 

At this moment, he exposed the fact that the kun Peng had hurt the Qilin tribe, which was equivalent to 

provoking the sacred master. 

No wonder the old master was so angry! 

 if the kun Peng truly wanted to protect the Qilin race, why hasn’t a single Qilin come to the Holy puppet 

city in the past trillion years? ” 

Saint purple ROC said indifferently, ” I thought you were suspicious. I didn’t expect you to know nothing. 

You still want to serve kun Peng. If you don’t recognize a thief as your father, what are you? ” 

“Dammit! Damn it! Damn it!” Saint master Jade Kylin was completely furious. He released a terrifying 

amount of celestial core power and even had a faint image of a Qilin flashing in the void. 

At that moment, his anger had reached its peak. He even wanted to kill his way into the yuan sect and 

seek justice from the kun Peng! 

From Saint venerable Yu Lin’s attitude towards dugu zang Xian, it could be seen that the old man 

cherished his bloodline and family and attached great importance to the Qilin clan. 

Harming the Qilin clan was something that the Jade Qilin Saint could not tolerate! 

Even if he had to risk his life, he had to find kun Peng and seek revenge! 

Of course, the result was already decided. He was no match for the kun Peng. If he acted rashly, he 

would become another delicious meal for the kun Peng! 

“Grandpa!” 

At this moment, dugu zang Xian walked over and pulled on Saint Jade Qilin’s sleeve. He consoled her 

softly, ” “Please don’t be impulsive! I don’t want to lose you!” 

“My good granddaughter! Leave the Holy puppet city quickly and don’t come back no matter what 

happens!” “I’ve lived long enough. Today, I’ll avenge my people no matter what!” Yu Lin Saint said. 

“Grandpa! I didn’t say I wouldn’t take revenge!” 

Dugu zang Xian said,”we can ask little north to help us take revenge!” We have a common enemy 

anyway! If we all act together, our chances of winning will be higher!” 



“Hmm … You’re right!” 

The Jade Qilin Saint took a deep breath. He was so angry that he had almost forgotten about Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“God Chen! I’m willing to form an alliance with you! From now on, I’ll cooperate with you in all your 

actions and obey all your orders. I only wish to seek justice for my Qilin clan!” 

Saint Yu Lin said seriously. 

Clearly, before Chen Xiaobei revealed his identity, the Jade Kylin Saint did not trust Chen Xiaobei 

completely. 

But now that he knew Chen Xiaobei’s true identity, the Jade Kylin Saint was very confident. 

Chen Xiaobei could destroy the heavenly court and survive Daoist jieyin’s attack. There was nothing in 

this world that he could not do! 

So, the Jade Kylin Saint had decided to risk his life and go all out with Chen Xiaobei! 

“Very good!” 

 first, I need all of the spiritual jades in the old man’s vault. Also, I need all of the less important 

resources!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“No problem!” 

The Jade Qilin Saint had made up his mind and agreed to Chen Xiaobei’s first request without hesitation. 

After opening the vault and taking out some important items, the Jade Qilin Saint handed all the 

spiritual jades and resources to Chen Xiaobei. 

There was a total of 50 billion upper-class spiritual Jade, and all kinds of resources were of high levels. 

Furthermore, there were countless of them, and they were piled up like mountains. 

Chen Xiaobei accepted all of them. He would use them later. 

“The second point!” 

Chen Xiaobei then continued, ” “I want to empty the treasure vault of every kun Peng disciple!” 

 this …  Jade Kylin Saint master was a little embarrassed. 

“Old man, you can’t bear to do it?”  I don’t think your senior and junior brothers have anything to do 

with you. Instead, they’re fighting with you. They’re threatening your position and safety!  Chen Xiaobei 

said. 

“It’s … It’s not that I can’t bear to!” “I’m just afraid of alerting the long-eared dingguang immortal!” Yu 

Lin replied. 

“It’s good that they’ve been alarmed!” 

“If he shows up, I’m going to have a feast of shredded rabbit meat!” Chen Xiaobei said coldly. 



 how … How is this possible?!  

 long-eared immortal dingguang is a seven-star quasi-Sage! How are you going to deal with him? ” Yu Lin 

asked in disbelief. 
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I can’t explain my method in a few words, but don’t worry, lordmaster. Leave the long-eared setting 

light immortal to me!  

Chen Xiaobei was very confident now. He already had a way to deal with the rabbit. 

So, as long as he could take care of the remaining Pro-disciples and order them not to participate in the 

battle, the long-eared dingguang celestial would not be able to escape from Chen Xiaobei’s grasp. 

“In that case, what should I do?” Saint Yu Lin asked. 

 old man, can you deal with Jin Luan and Mo Luan? ” su mo asked. Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Of course, no problem!” 

 of course!  Yu Lin Saint was confident.  Jin Luan Saint and Mo Luan Saint are the weakest two. I can 

easily take them down!  

Obviously, demon master kun Peng had seven direct disciples. Although golden Imperial Saint and Mo 

Luan Saint were ranked fifth and sixth, they didn’t have the same background and Foundation as purple 

ROC Saint. Therefore, their overall strength was the weakest. 

By leaving the easy targets to the Jade Qilin Saint, the chances of danger would be greatly reduced! 

“Then, old man, you can set off now!” 

“I’ll go with Zi Peng to deal with the third and fourth ranked disciples!” After we’re done, we’ll meet up 

near the long-eared Palace!” 

“No problem!” Jade Kylin Saint nodded and flew up into the sky. 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time and said, ” “Xian er, go to the Azure Emperor’s celestial gourd and 

wait for me! Yun fanqing is there too. You can ask her about my current situation. After it’s done, I’ll 

bring you out!” 

“Alright!” Immortal dugu zang nodded his head obediently. 

Immortal dugu zang and Yun fanqing had met after Chen Xiaobei unified the earth-god Realm, so they 

could be considered old friends. 

Yun fanqing and Jia Luo were both inside the verdant Emperor’s immortal gourd at the moment, so they 

could naturally tell dugu zang everything. 

After settling dugu zang Xian down, Chen Xiaobei brought Saint purple ROC with him and got to work. 

Qingyang Palace. 
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This was the palace of Saint Qingyang. 

This guy was ranked fourth among the disciples of the demon master kun Peng. He was a nine-Star 

Mystic God, and his bloodline was the mystic light green jade divine goat, which was also a nine-Star 

Mystic God. 

This guy was quite a character. Unfortunately, the sheep race was extremely weak among the demon 

race. Therefore, he wanted to gain a strong ally. 

However, he looked down on his ordinary allies, and his powerful allies looked down on him. 

Just like that, he had been in a very awkward state. 

Just like his ranking, he was neither up nor down, neither high nor low, and could only survive in the 

cracks. 

Today, when he heard that purple ROC Saint had come to visit, Saint Qingyang was naturally overjoyed 

and came out to welcome him personally. 

“Seventh Junior Brother! What wind blew you here?” 

Green Goat Saint led purple ROC Saint into the house happily, not paying much attention to Chen 

Xiaobei’s purple-gold dragon body. 

Chen Xiaobei did not say anything and just followed the two into the palace. 

“Fourth senior brother, I’m here today because I have something important to discuss with you!” Purple 

ROC Saint venerable said. 

“Let me guess!” 

“I heard from fifth Junior Brother that you’re engaged to second senior brother’s Qilin girl?” the green 

Goat Saint laughed. You’re here to send the wedding invitation, right?” 

“No… The engagement has already been canceled.” 

“I’m here to persuade fourth senior to form an alliance with you, God Chen!” Purple ROC said. 

“God Chen? Who is it?” The green Goat Saint was confused. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei turned into his true form and said, ”  Chen Xiaobei from the Jie sect!  

“You … Y-y-you …” 

Saint Qingyang was shocked and couldn’t believe what he was seeing. 

Any normal person would not believe that Chen Xiaobei could survive the Daoist’s attack. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei was standing right in front of him. He had no choice but to believe it! 

“Fourth senior! Do you know how powerful God Chen is now? Even the Daoist guide can’t do anything 

to you! God Chen, your Foundation must be unfathomable!” 



“Fourth senior brother, haven’t you always been looking for a strong ally?” purple ROC Saint master 

sneered. Now, your chance is here! If you form an alliance with God Chen, you will have an ally that is 

stronger than the kun Peng! Isn’t this your long-standing dream?” 

“Seventh Junior Brother! Master has always treated you well! You … You betrayed me just like that? Has 

your conscience been eaten by a dog?” Saint venerable Qingyang frowned and gritted his teeth. His eyes 

were filled with anger and hatred. 

Obviously, not everyone was like the purple ROC Saint, who would betray his master so easily. 

Previously, Jade Kylin saint’s first reaction was to be loyal to kun Peng, and so was Green Goat Saint. 

They didn’t want to betray kun Peng easily. 

“You’re right. Kun Peng has treated me well, but how has he treated you? How do you treat the sheep 

race?” Purple ROC Saint master sneered and asked. 

 this …  the green Goat Saint was speechless, and his expression turned gloomy. 

Evidently, kun Peng treated him and the sheep tribe coldly. Kun Peng did not do him any favors. In fact, 

kun Peng did not even help him. 

The reason was simple. Saint Qingyang’s bloodline wasn’t high, and the sheep race was pitifully weak. 

Therefore, out of the seven disciples of the kun Peng, the green Goat Saint was the least liked. 

If he hadn’t reached the nine-Star Mystic deity realm and was only one step away from the sage-to-be 

realm, kun Peng wouldn’t have accepted him as a disciple. 

His current cultivation was already achieved before he took kun Peng as his master. Kun Peng had never 

taught him anything. In fact, he didn’t even care about him. He treated him like a sheep. 

To put it bluntly, although he and kun Peng were master and disciple in name, they were not master and 

disciple in reality. 

“Fourth senior! Think about it! Do you want to continue working for the kun Peng or submit to God 

Chen?” Purple ROC Saint master waved his universe purple flame feather fan and threatened. 

“I want to be loyal to my master!” 

Saint Qingyang’s face turned cold and he got into a fighting stance. 

Obviously, some people valued friendship and loyalty. Even if they didn’t get anything in return, they 

would still stick to their bottom line. 

Just like now, although the kun Peng treated the Saint Qingyang badly, it was not a reason for him to 

betray his master. 

“You fool!” 

Purple ROC Saint looked at Green Goat Saint with disdain, then looked at Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “God 

Chen! You’ve seen it! I’ve told you that the third and fourth brothers are loyal to the kun Peng. We don’t 

need to waste time trying to persuade them. Let’s attack together and kill them!” 



“Swish!” 

After he finished speaking, purple ROC Saint master waved his universe purple flame feather fan. He 

wanted to fight with Saint Qingyang. 

In his eyes, if Chen Xiaobei dared to show up here, he would definitely be able to defeat the green Goat 

Saint. Therefore, purple ROC Saint venerable didn’t hesitate at all. He attacked directly and wouldn’t rest 

until he was dead! 

However, at this moment, a sudden change occurred! 
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3778 What a coincidence 

“Hiss!” 

A terrifying purple fireball suddenly burst out from the heaven and earth purple flame feather fan! 

But! 

At this moment! 

The terrifying purple fireball didn’t hit Saint Qingyang, but landed on Saint purple ROC instead! 

“Bang!” 

The terrifying power directly blew purple ROC Saint venerable’s body into pieces. 

Then, the dismembered body was quickly burned by the purple flames. Not even a bit of flesh or a drop 

of blood was left. Only the black ash on the ground was left. When the wind blew, it all scattered. 

As for purple ROC Saint venerable’s primordial spirit, it was also unable to withstand a single blow. It 

was directly destroyed in the purple flames, leaving no trace behind. 

Just like that, a dignified quasi-Sage second generation was directly obliterated. 

Even at the moment of his death, purple ROC Saint did not understand why Chen Xiaobei wanted to kill 

him. 

“Swish!” 

Then, the heaven and earth purple flame feather fan flew into the hands of its real owner, Chen Xiaobei. 

 this … This … What the hell is going on?!  

Saint Qingyang was dumbfounded. His eyes were bigger than a bull’s, and his mouth was so wide that a 

fist could fit in it. His brain was about to short-circuit. 

“I’m a person who values friendship, and I like your character! I look down on heartless and despicable 

people like Zi Peng the most!” 

Chen Xiaobei said. 
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“Don’t … Don’t think that I will betray the demon master by doing this!” “You can go!” The green Goat 

Saint said solemnly. Since you killed Zi Peng for me, I won’t reveal your whereabouts!” 

It was clear that the Lord was not only a loyal person, but also a man of his word. Since he had said so, 

he would not reveal Chen Xiaobei’s whereabouts. 

“It’s impossible to leave!” 

“You are loyal to your Sifu, and so am I!” Chen Xiaobei said. If kun Peng becomes a Saint, my master will 

be in danger! Therefore, I have to stop kun Peng no matter what!” 

“Your master? Sect master Tongtian?” Saint Qingyang was slightly stunned, and his eyes revealed a 

complicated look. 

“What’s with that expression? Don’t tell me you know my master?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 in the universe, who doesn’t know the famous Shangqing’s Lingbao Tianzun, Tongtian sect leader? ” 

The green Goat Saint sighed and said, ” “Sect master Tongtian founded the tribe of severity and 

recruited disciples widely. No matter how strong or weak the race is, no matter how noble or lowly the 

bloodline is, as long as you are a disciple of the tribe of Jie, you will all be treated equally!” 

“It seems that you don’t just know my master!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed. 

“To be honest, my father used to be a disciple of the tribe of severity! When the Jie sect was at its most 

powerful, there was a Golden Age where tens of thousands of Immortals came to pay homage to them! 

And my father is one of those ten thousand Immortals! It is all thanks to the guidance and help of the 

elders of the tribe of severity that I can achieve what I have today!” 

Saint Qingyang’s expression was complicated. He sighed and said, ”  I used to dream of joining the tribe 

of severity, but I didn’t expect that the Tongtian Sage and the tribe of severity would both fall under the 

third immeasurable cultivation tribulation!  

“No! You’re wrong!” 

“The Jie sect did not fall!” Chen Xiaobei said. My master didn’t fall either! As long as you’re willing, I can 

fulfill your dream of joining the Jie sect! Moreover, I can guarantee that my master will still treat you 

and your entire race with the same attitude!” 

 is … Is this true?!  Saint Qingyang’s expression changed. 

If kun Peng was not good to him, it was not a reason for him to betray him! In that case, joining the tribe 

of severity would be good for him and the entire tribe. This reason might be sufficient! 

“There is no master-disciple relationship between you and kun Peng!” 

“To put it bluntly, you’re just a pawn that he prepared in advance!” When the cataclysm comes, you’ll 

definitely be sent to the front to die as cannon fodder! As for the fate of the sheep race, there’s no need 

to say anything more!” 

 phew …  the Lord heaved a sigh of relief. Even though he did not want to admit it, Chen Xiaobei was 

telling the truth. 



The kun Peng didn’t care about Saint Qingyang and the sheep race. 

However, all these years, the most dangerous, toughest, and unprofitable tasks had been done by Saint 

Qingyang. The sheep race was like slaves, living at the bottom of the Holy puppet city. 

“God Chen! You’re right!” 

“Although I don’t want to betray you, I can’t let my decision alone cause the entire clan to lose their 

future!” The green Goat Saint said solemnly. I want to join the Jie sect, so that my whole clan can be 

protected by the Jie sect! At least in the future, the young of our sheep race will have dreams, hopes, 

and a future!” 

“Good! I’ve been waiting for you to say that!” Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. 

It was obvious that Saint Qingyang was a gentleman, a broad-minded person, and treated his people 

well. 

Only someone like this was worthy of being Chen Xiaobei’s ally. 

As for the purple ROC Saint, Chen Xiaobei would get rid of him sooner or later. 

Having such a heartless villain by your side is like having a time bomb. You have no idea when he will 

bite you back and make you fall into a place of eternal damnation. 

“What should I do? Please give me your orders, God Chen!” The green Goat Saint asked. 

“I want all the resources in your Treasury!”  of course!  Chen Xiaobei said.  you can keep some important 

things in case you need them!  

“No problem!” 

The Lord did not even blink and immediately led Chen Xiaobei to the Treasury. 

A gentleman valued relationships and righteousness! 

Anyone who had these two qualities would definitely keep their promise once they made a decision and 

would never be sneaky. 

When they arrived at the Treasury, the Lord only took back a few treasures, pills, and cultivation 

techniques. He only kept them after Chen Xiaobei had a look at them. 

He then passed the rest of the items to Chen Xiaobei. 

Among them, there were 30 billion upper-class spiritual Jade and countless high-level resources. 

Chen Xiaobei accepted all of them. 

All of this was to prevent the kun Peng from becoming a saint and to protect the prime of Tongtian. 

Chen Xiaobei would repay the Saint in the future. 

“Let’s go, we’ll go visit your third senior now! If it’s possible, I hope that he can also submit to me!” Chen 

Xiaobei calmed himself down and immediately took action. 

 third senior brother … This might be a little difficult …  



The green Goat Saint said as he walked, ” “Third senior is absolutely loyal to kun Peng! Furthermore, 

third senior’s entire clan was also loyal to the yuan religion! Even if we kill him and exterminate his 

entire clan, it won’t change!” 

“Do you mean that their belief is the yuan religion of kun Peng?” Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

 no, their faith is the ancient heavenly court of the demon race!  

“Kun Peng was East Emperor Taiyi and West Emperor Jun, the third most powerful being in the demon 

heavenly court!” The green Goat Saint said in a deep voice. With Taiyi and Emperor Jun gone, the 

demon master Kunpeng has become their highest faith!” 

“Oh, what a coincidence!” “I’ve brought him Taiyi!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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3779 Your Majesty 

White Bear Sacred Palace. 

This was the palace of demon master kun Peng’s third direct disciple, Saint venerable White Bear. 

This person’s cultivation had already reached the one-star quasi-sage realm. His bloodline was the white 

light Saint Hui Fei Xiong, a three-star quasi-Sage with outstanding talent. 

According to Saint Qingyang, this man was a loyal follower of the demon master kun Peng. Even if his 

entire clan was killed, he would not betray him. 

As for Taiyi, the green Goat Saint immediately understood what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

Obviously, the winter solstice festival covered a very large area. In the heaven realm, as long as one had 

a high status, they would participate in the selection of reincarnation as an ancient immortal. 

Saint Qingyang knew that one of Chen Xiaobei’s reincarnated ancient Celestials was the eastern 

Emperor Taiyi. 

“Fourth Junior Brother! Quickly try the crystal Feather tea that was nourished by the Holy Wind 

Mountain’s spiritual Jade that I just got! It was very sweet and rich! If you like it, I’ll give you a few big 

boxes to bring back and drink slowly!” 

Saint venerable White Bear grinned, giving off a carefree feeling. 

However, if one observed carefully, one would notice that there was a hint of stubbornness in the White 

Bear saint’s aura. 

Obviously, this kind of simple-minded person would not scheme too much. Therefore, once he had 

decided on something, he would go all out. Once he had decided on someone, he would be loyal to 

them with his life! 

Of course, it was also because of this personality of his that he had a good relationship with Saint 

Qingyang. 
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When the two of them met, they would smile at each other. After they sat down, they would also talk 

endlessly, as if they had endless things to say. 

 Saint Qingyang, let’s stop the chit-chat here. We should get to the main topic.  

Chen Xiaobei sat quietly to the side. After observing the situation, he had already seen through the 

White Bear saint’s personality, so he did not want to waste any more time. 

“Eh? Aren’t you my fourth Junior brother’s follower? How dare you speak like this!” Saint venerable 

White Bear furrowed his brows slightly. 

Chen Xiaobei was using his purple-gold dragon form. 

Therefore, in the eyes of the White Bear, Chen Xiaobei was just a follower of the green Goat Saint. If 

Chen Xiaobei had not interrupted their conversation, the White Bear Saint would not even look at Chen 

Xiaobei! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time and immediately returned to his original form.  “I am Chen Xiaobei 

from the Jie sect! I didn’t come here today to watch you guys chat!” 

 Chen … Chen … Chen Xiaobei!!  

The White Bear saint’s reaction was the same as the others who had found out about Chen Xiaobei’s 

true identity. He was dumbfounded and could not believe his eyes. 

“How dare you appear here? You’re even with my fourth Junior Brother! You want to die! Don’t drag my 

fourth Junior Brother into this!” 

Saint venerable White Bear roared in anger, instantly releasing a wild and terrifying pressure. 

However, while his aura was enough to intimidate others, it was not enough to intimidate Chen Xiaobei. 

 don’t worry, Saint White Bear. I know my situation, and so do Saint Qingyang!  Chen Xiaobei chuckled, 

completely ignoring the White Bear’s explosive aura. 

“Fourth Junior Brother! What was going on? How can you be together with the enemy of the heavenly 

Dao?” 

Saint venerable White Bear warned him anxiously, ” “Don’t forget that Chen Xiaobei was the one who 

destroyed the heavenly court! If the heavenly Dao knew that he was still alive, it would definitely issue a 

heavenly Dao killing order! From the Dao ancestors down to the common people, everyone must pursue 

him at all costs, not stopping until he dies!” 

 third senior brother, don’t be impatient. Let me explain!  

Saint Qingyang was calmer and said slowly, ”  first of all, the fact that God Chen is still alive and not 

known to the heavenly Dao is a sign of how powerful he is. You are worrying too much!  



“Secondly, I’ve already formed an alliance with God Chen to stop the kun Peng from becoming a Sage 

and to protect the prime of Tongtian! Protect the Jie sect! That’s why we’re here now, hoping that you’ll 

join the alliance!” 

 the third and most important point …  

Before Saint Qingyang could finish his sentence, he was interrupted by the Furious Saint White Bear. 

“Shut up!” 

“Old thief Qingyang!” Saint venerable White Bear roared. To think that I’ve always thought that you’re a 

loyal and empathetic person, and treated you like my own brother! I didn’t expect you to be so 

heartless! You want to betray master!” 

“Whoosh …” 

Obviously, Saint venerable White Bear had a bad temper. Before he could finish his words, the immortal 

essence in his body was already running wildly. 

Then, a pure white primordial chaos holy light enveloped his body. It gave off an ancient majesty and 

was sacred and inviolable. 

The primordial chaos holy light could only be activated when one was at least in the pre-Saint realm. 

And this was also the White Bear saint’s strongest trump card. It could be seen that he was really loyal 

to kun Peng and would never tolerate a traitor! In fact, he might even kill Chen Xiaobei and the green 

Goat Saint in the next second! 

“Fourth Junior Brother! For the sake of our billions of years of friendship, I’ll give you one last chance! 

Tell me, what you just said was all nonsense! You’ve been bewitched by Chen Xiaobei, not what you 

think!” 

Luckily, although Saint venerable White Bear had a bad temper, he was not a heartless person. 

At this point, he still wanted to pull Saint Qingyang back to kun Peng’s side by force, so that he could 

save his life. 

“Third senior! Every word I said just now was what I thought from the bottom of my heart! I know 

you’re angry, but please let me finish my last sentence!” The green Goat Saint said hurriedly. 

“I don’t want to listen! Since you’re so stubborn, then you can die with Chen Xiaobei!” Saint venerable 

White Bear roared hysterically. Clearly, Saint venerable Qingyang’s betrayal had greatly provoked him. 

At this moment, Saint venerable White Bear had turned into a bloodthirsty, brutal, and irrational 

demonic bear! 

If he attacked, Chen Xiaobei and the green Goat Saint would be dead! 

“Swish …” 

However, at this moment, a figure flew out from the Meru space and stood in front of Saint venerable 

White Bear. 



This person was a handsome young man with long hair. His hair and clothes fluttered in the wind. His 

temperament was extremely otherworldly, and his Sage-like demeanor was fully revealed. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

More importantly, this person’s body was emitting a special celestial core power that was like the light 

of the sun, moon, and stars. 

In the entire universe, there was only one person who possessed this kind of celestial core power! 

East Emperor Taiyi! 

“Hiss …” 

Just a second ago, Saint venerable White Bear was on the verge of going crazy and killing everyone. 

However, the moment he saw the celestial core power, he froze on the spot as if he had been hit by a 

petrifying spell. 

 you … You’re the East Emperor!?  

After a few seconds of silence, Saint venerable White Bear finally opened his mouth and asked. 

At the same time, his muscular body was actually trembling. His bell-like eyes were a little red, and his 

breathing was getting more and more rapid. He couldn’t even control himself. 

“Naturally, it’s me!” 

Taiyi smiled and said calmly, ” if you don’t believe me, I can show you my talent.  Suppress all races!” 
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 “Swish!” 

As soon as he spoke, a beam of spiritual light as brilliant as the Milky Way gushed out from between 

Taiyi’s eyebrows! 

Immediately after, the Starlight turned into a meteor and spun rapidly in front of Taiyi, gradually giving 

birth to an extremely special Dharma. 

This Dharma was a chaotic, dark-yellow color, and on its surface, the sun, moon, stars, earth, water, fire, 

and wind appeared! There were mountains, rivers, land, and thousands of races in the wilderness! 

Finally, the Dharma power stabilized and condensed into an ancient bronze hanging bell! 

That’s right! 

It was one of the three connate Cardinal treasures! The bell of chaos! It was also called the bell of the 

East Emperor! 

This Bell could suppress the primordial world, confine time and space, and reflect all attacks! It was 

known as the five-colored light that illuminated the heavens and the sacred power of chaos that awed 

the universe! 
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One could only imagine how powerful he was! 

Of course, what appeared now was only the Dharma laksana of the eastern Emperor Bell, not the actual 

Bell. 

This was Taiyi’s unique Saint-level special ability! 

The Dharma laksana of the eastern Emperor Bell could suppress the power of all races. The higher Taiyi’s 

cultivation was, the more effective the suppression was. 

With this ability, Taiyi could be invincible among his peers. 

And in the universe, besides Taiyi, no other person had this special ability. 

 your … Your Majesty!  

Saint venerable White Bear no longer had any doubts. He put away all his mixed essence divine splendor 

and celestial core power and knelt on the ground. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Without a word, he kowtowed to Taiyi three times loudly and heavily. 

“Get up and talk.” 

Taiyi raised his hand and said calmly, ” “I understand how you feel, but time is of the essence. I hope you 

can calm down and form an alliance with us to stop the kun Peng from becoming a saint!” 

“Your Majesty! Don’t be fooled by Chen Xiaobei!” 

“The master of the yuan religion in the Holy puppet city is the demon master kun Peng!” Saint venerable 

White Bear said hurriedly. Back then, you were as close as brothers! Your Majesty, have you forgotten?” 

“Brother?” Taiyi laughed, very, very coldly. 

“Your Majesty …” 

Saint venerable White Bear thought for a while and said, ” “I know! Chen Xiaobei is now your contracted 

master. Whatever he says is the truth! As long as I kill him, Your Majesty will be able to return to normal, 

and you will be able to remember the glorious years with the demon master …” 

“Shut up!” 

Taiyi’s face turned cold and he shouted, ”  bro bei might be my master, but he’s always treated me like 

family. He’s never asked me for anything as his master!  

 how … How is this possible?!  Saint venerable White Bear could not believe it. 

 you’re right, ” Taiyi continued.  also, the demon master you speak of, my brother, is actually the main 

culprit who caused the destruction of the demon heavenly court! He betrayed me! He betrayed 

everyone in the demon race’s heavenly court!” 

“What! What … What is going on?” Saint venerable White Bear was dumbfounded. He was simple-

minded to begin with, and now, he was about to short-circuit. 



Soon after. 

Taiyi explained the whole story. 

During the decisive battle between the Sorcerer and demon tribes, Kunpeng stole the river map of the 

book of Luo and destroyed Emperor Jun’s cosmic stars formation. Then, the Emperor and the three 

ancestors of sorcery died together, leaving Taiyi alone. In the end, the demon tribe lost the chance to 

win and had to die together with the Sorcerer tribe! 

“This is impossible! This is absolutely impossible!” 

Saint venerable White Bear shook his head. He couldn’t believe that the demon master kun Peng, who 

had been loyal to him for billions of years, was such a despicable, heartless, and evil man! 

 you’re simple-minded and don’t want to think too deeply. Otherwise, you would have noticed some 

flaws after so many years!  

 first of all, after the war between the Sorcerer and demon tribes, the book of Luo and the river diagram 

were not taken away by the sages. Instead, they were left in the hands of Kunpeng. Don’t you think it’s 

strange? ” Taiyi said. 

 this …  Saint White Bear was stunned. He was speechless. 

The river diagram of the book of Luo was a sacred level treasure and the core of the great heavenly cycle 

star formation. Even heavenly path sages would desire to obtain it. Why would they leave it to the kun 

Peng? 

This was definitely a huge suspicion! 

 secondly, after the cataclysm, the survivors of the demon race’s heavenly court were hunted down and 

slaughtered by the Sage’s sects. Eight of the nine court pillars were killed!  But the first-ranked kun Peng 

was still alive! Don’t you find it strange?” 

 this … This …  Saint White Bear was still speechless. 

Theoretically, as the head of the nine court pillars of the heavenly court of the demon race, the kun 

Peng was known as the demon master. The sages and great sects should be the first to hunt him down. 

However, the other eight were all killed, and only kun Peng was alive and well. 

Suspicious points! A huge suspicion! 

“Finally, I have the merit of unifying the universe and bringing peace to the world!” They were both 

universal virtues, so why could the kun Peng become a saint? And I will die without a burial place?” 

 this … This … This …  Saint venerable White Bear was on the verge of collapse. 

He was carefree and simple-minded, but he was definitely not stupid! The truth was right in front of 

their eyes! 



Kunpeng was secretly instructed by the heavenly Dao to betray the heavenly court of the demon race 

and kill both the Sorcerer and demon tribes, killing two birds with one stone and removing the two 

major threats to the heavenly Dao! 

Because of this, the great sects of the sages did not make things difficult for Kunpeng. They spared his 

life, left him the book of Luo and the river diagram, and even gave him the opportunity to prove his Dao 

and become a Sage! 

Even a three-year-old child would not believe that the kun Peng was not a traitor. 

“Goddamned kun Peng! This old man is absolutely irreconcilable with you!” 

Saint venerable White Bear roared hysterically. 

His long-term loyalty to kun Peng completely collapsed, shattered, and was swept away in this second! 

What replaced it was endless hatred and killing intent! 

The White Bear Saint hated traitors the most! 

Kun Peng was not only a traitor, he had deceived and used the White Bear Saint for billions of years! 

At this moment, Saint venerable White bear’s hatred was like countless volcanoes erupting at the same 

time. It was enough to shatter the void and shatter the ancient times. 

“God Chen! It was all my fault for being blind and offending you. Now, I’m willing to be your pawn. 

Wherever you point, I’ll hit. Even if I have to pay with my life, I won’t even blink!” 

Saint venerable White Bear was a man with a clear distinction between black and white, and his blood 

was boiling. 

For the sake of his bottom line, he would definitely not give up his life, regardless of the price. 

“Good! Get up first!” 

 first of all, I want all the resources in your vault. Other than the things that you use often, I want 

everything else!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“No problem!” The White Bear Saint led Chen Xiaobei into the vault without another word. 

He only took three items and left the rest to Chen Xiaobei. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei had obtained 40 billion upper-class spiritual Jade and countless other resources. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

However, at this moment, there was a terrifying explosion in the distance, even causing the entire Holy 

puppet city to tremble. 

“Not good! Something has happened over at old master Yu Lin’s side!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face changed and he immediately led everyone to the scene. 


